Automatic extraction of keywords from scientific text: application to the knowledge domain of protein families.
Annotation of the biological function of different protein sequences is a time-consuming process currently performed by human experts. Genome analysis tools encounter great difficulty in performing this task. Database curators, developers of genome analysis tools and biologists in general could benefit from access to tools able to suggest functional annotations and facilitate access to functional information. We present here the first prototype of a system for the automatic annotation of protein function. The system is triggered by collections of s related to a given protein, and it is able to extract biological information directly from scientific literature, i.e. MEDLINE abstracts. Relevant keywords are selected by their relative accumulation in comparison with a domain-specific background distribution. Simultaneously, the most representative sentences and MEDLINE abstracts are selected and presented to the end-user. Evolutionary information is considered as a predominant characteristic in the domain of protein function. Our system consequently extracts domain-specific information from the analysis of a set of protein families. The system has been tested with different protein families, of which three examples are discussed in detail here: 'ataxia-telangiectasia associated protein', 'ran GTPase' and 'carbonic anhydrase'. We found generally good correlation between the amount of information provided to the system and the quality of the annotations. Finally, the current limitations and future developments of the system are discussed. The current system can be considered as a prototype system. As such, it can be accessed as a server at http://columba.ebi.ac. uk:8765/andrade/abx. The system accepts text related to the protein or proteins to be evaluated (optimally, the result of a MEDLINE search by keyword) and the results are returned in the form of Web pages for keywords, sentences and s. Web pages containing full information on the examples mentioned in the text are available at: http://www.cnb.uam.es/ approximately cnbprot/keywords/ valencia@cnb.uam.es